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2020 Federal Elections
The Big Takeaways

Election Latest

Can We Say President-Elect Biden?
• The Trump campaign has a
range of lawsuits in play,
ranging from state courts
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
• At this time, no lawsuit is
likely to materially alter
the election outcome, or
even any states’ vote total.
• We expect litigation to
continue, but without
impact.

Biden – 306 electoral votes

Trump – 232 electoral votes
ME-2

NE-2

Sources: CNN, AP
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Election Latest

Senate Control – A Coin Toss
• Republicans totally outperformed on Nov 3
• But their majority is not locked
• Two Georgia Senate seats heading to a January
5, 2021 runoff – two days after the swearing in
of the 117th Congress
• We think:
 Both seats are most likely to go the same way
 Both sides will suffer without Trump on the ballot
 Republicans hold the historical GA runoff advantage
 Democrats hold a more recent GOTV advantage

• What’s at stake:

IF Republicans win the two seats: 52-48 Rep Majority
IF Democrats win the two seats: 50-50 Dem Majority
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Election Latest

The House Leaderboard
Democrats
222 seats total

Republicans
207 total seats

Gained 3 seats

Lost 11 seats

Gained 11 seats

Lost 3 seats

Bourdeaux (GA-7)

Cisneros (CA-39)

Kim (CA-39)

McCormick (GA-7)

Ross (NC-2)

Rouda (CA-48)

Steel (CA-48)

Swain (NC-2)

Manning (NC-6)

Mucarsel-Powell (FL-26)

Gimenez (FL-26)

Haywood (NC-6)

Shalala (FL-27)

Salazar (FL-27)

Finkenauer (IA-1)

Hinson (IA-1)

Scholten (MI-3)*

Meijer (MI-3)

Peterson (MN-7)

Fischbach (MN-7)

Torres Small (NM-2)

Herrell (NM-2)

Horn (OK-5)

Bice (OK-5)

Cunningham (SC-1)

Mace (SC-1)

McAdams (UT-4)

Owens (UT-4)
*Not an incumbent
Source: CNN (updated 22 November 2020)
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Election Latest

Deeper Dive into the Departing Democrats
Dem Incumbent Losses

% Times Voted With Speaker
Pelosi

FiscalNote Ideology Rating

(note MI-3 loss not by an incumbent)

Cisneros (CA-39)**

L

C

100%

Rouda (CA-48)**

L

C

100%

Mucarsel-Powell (FL-26)**

L

C

100%

Shalala (FL-27)**

L

C

100%

Finkenauer (IA-1)**

L

C

100%

Torres Small (NM-2)**

L

C

94%

Cunningham (SC-1)**

L

C

94%

Horn (OK-5)**

L

C

93%

Peterson (MN-7)

L

C

63%

For comparison: Ocasio-Cortez (NY-14)**

L

C

89%

For comparison: Krishnamoorthi (IL-8)

L

C

97%

**Members who were first elected in 2018
Source: FiscalNote
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Election Latest

So Where Does that Leave Us?

Democrat

Democrat

U.S. House

???

U.S. Senate
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Federal Legislation
Events and What We’re Watching

U.S. Congress

Menthol Cigs & All Non-Tobacco Flavors
Our Take

Events to Watch

• If Dems win the Senate majority after the January 5
Georgia runoff, they will hold their majority with only 50
Senate seats (with VP-elect Harris serving as the tie
breaker).

• Past Events

• In this scenario, Congressional Democrats in both
Chambers would likely resume consideration of legislation
approved by the House in Feb 2020 (H.R. 2339, the
Reversing the Youth Tobacco Epidemic Act) that would
ban all flavors of all tobacco products including menthol
cigs, among a host of other policies.
• Compelled by state action in 2020 we think if Congress
turns to tobacco control in 2021 then banning flavored
products including menthol cigs is among the most likely
provisions to be included.
• If Republicans maintain their Senate majority, we think it’s
unlikely this type of legislation can even be brought to the
Floor for a vote.

•
•

•
•

Sep 11, 2019 – President Trump announced that he would
imminently ban all flavors of e-cigs (eventually walked back)
Feb 6 – FDA enacted guidance requiring manufacturers pull
all flavors of “cartridge-based” e-cigs other than tobacco- or
menthol-flavored products; companies cannot bring these
products back onto the market unless and until they receive
PMTA approval
Feb 28 – House approved H.R. 2339, the Reversing the Youth
Tobacco Epidemic Act, by a vote of 213-195
Sep 9 – PMTA deadline for e-cigs

• Upcoming Dates
•
•

Jan 3 – 117th Congress sworn in
Apr 30, 2021 – End of the “First 100 Days” of the Biden
Administration during which we would expect a
Democratically-controlled Congress to begin at least
showing signs of interest in advancing tobacco control policy
(such as holding hearings) if it’s going to be an agenda item
for 2021
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U.S. Congress

Taxation
Our Take

• The House in Feb 2020 approved H.R.
2339, the Reversing the Youth Tobacco
Epidemic Act, that among other things
included a federal tax on e-cigs “equal to
the dollar amount” currently levied on
cigarettes of $1.01 per pack (the bill gives no
further detail on how to calculate the tax
for e-cig products).
• In 2021 after months of deficit spending, if
an e-cig tax is on the table, even under a
Republican-controlled Senate we wouldn’t
be surprised if Congress also passed an
increase to the per-pack cig tax as well.

Events to Watch
• Past Events

• Feb 28 – House approved H.R. 2339, the
Reversing the Youth Tobacco Epidemic Act, by
a vote of 213-195

• Upcoming Dates

• 1H2021 – Fiscal policy / stimulus likely to
move through Congress under any
Congressional scenario, presenting a potential
vehicle for cig and/or e-cig tax increases
• Apr 30, 2021 – End of the “First 100 Days” of
the Biden Administration during which we
would expect a Democratically-controlled
Congress to begin at least showing signs of
interest in advancing tobacco control policy
(such as holding hearings) if it’s going to be an
agenda item for 2021
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Federal Regulation
Events and What We’re Watching

Biden Administration

FDA Project Applications – E-Cig PMTAs
Overview

Events to Watch

• All e-cig manufacturers were required to have
submitted PMTAs to FDA by Sep 9. So long as
companies submitted PMTAs, they may keep
their products on the market for 12 additional
months, through Sep 2021.
• FDA is showing signs of moving much more
quickly than we’ve seen historically. Juul Labs
announced that FDA took only three weeks to
advance its suite of applications to the so-called
“substantive review” phase – much faster than
the approx. four month timeframe we had
anticipated. Further, Nicopure Labs announced
that it took FDA only three days to advance their
suite of applications to the substantive review
phase.

• Past Events

• May 12 – Prior PMTA deadline, delayed due to
COVID-19 social distancing
• Sep 9 – PMTA deadline for e-cig manufacturers;
only e-cig companies that submit PMTAs can legally
continue to sell their covered products in the U.S.
after this date

• Upcoming Dates

• Before the end of 2021 – We think the early batch of
PMTAs submitted in 2019 are ripe for passage before
the end of the current calendar year, to include:
British American (BATS:LN) for Vuse Solo, and Japan
Tobacco (2914:JP) for Logic.
• Sep 9, 2021 – Date on which the 12-month grace
period for FDA review ends, and companies face
exposure to having their products pulled from the
market even if they’re still awaiting FDA’s PMTA
determination
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Biden Administration

Nicotine Cap
Our Take

• Under President-elect Joe Biden, we think
there’s likely to be a renewed interest by
his FDA to limit the amount of nicotine
allowed in cigarettes to non-addictive
levels driven by COVID-19 and youth use
fears.
• We therefore would expect a Biden FDA to
issue a notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) that advances the current draft
nicotine cap regulation at some point in
2021 and potentially within the first 100
days of a Biden Administration, which
would kick off in our view a likely two to
three year clock before final regulation
would hit.

Events to Watch
• Past Events

• Jul 2017 – Then-FDA Commissioner Scott
Gottlieb announced the agency under his
leadership would introduce regulations to limit
the allowable amount of nicotine in cigarettes
to “minimally addictive or non-addictive” levels
• Mar 2018 – FDA issued a nicotine cap advance
notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM)

• Upcoming Dates

• Apr 30, 2021 – End of the “First 100 Days” of
the Biden Administration during which we think
it’s likely FDA could revive the currentlystalled nicotine cap regulation with an NRPM
• 1Q2023 – Earliest time by which we think a
final nicotine cap regulation could be finalized
under the most aggressive scenario
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Biden Administration

Menthol Cigs & All Non-Tobacco Flavors
Our Take

Events to Watch

• We expect President-elect Joe Biden’s FDA will be far
more proactive around flavor policy regulations in the
absence of federal legislation caused by a divided
Congress.

• Past Events
•
•

• We view two regulations as ripe to again begin moving:
•
•

•

FDA-2017-N-6565 – An advance notice of proposed
rulemaking (ANPRM) that could serve as a vehicle to ban all
flavors of all tobacco products
FDA-2013-N-0521 – The highly controversial ANPRM from

2013 that proposes to ban menthol flavoring from cigarettes
– if this rulemaking is revived we expect it would be extended
to other tobacco products including e-cigs and oral products

•

Sep 11, 2019 – President Trump announced that he would
imminently ban all flavors of e-cigs (eventually walked back)
Feb 6 – FDA enacted guidance requiring manufacturers pull
all flavors of “cartridge-based” e-cigs other than tobacco- or
menthol-flavored products; companies cannot bring these
products back onto the market unless and until they receive
PMTA approval
Feb 28 – House approved H.R. 2339, the Reversing the Youth
Tobacco Epidemic Act, by a vote of 213-195
Sep 9 – PMTA deadline for e-cigs

• Upcoming Dates
•
•

Jan 3 – 117th Congress sworn in
Apr 30, 2021 – End of the “First 100 Days” of the Biden
Administration during which we would expect a
Democratically-controlled Congress to begin at least
showing signs of interest in advancing tobacco control policy
(such as holding hearings) if it’s going to be an agenda item
for 2021
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State & Local Policy
Events and What We’re Watching

State & Local Policy

State Policy Overview
Our Take
• Five states have enacted comprehensive tobacco policies that
include e-cig flavor bans: California, Massachusetts, New York,
New Jersey, and Rhode Island. Together, these states
represent 23% of the entire U.S. population.

Number of States We’re Watching in 2020 in Which
Policy to Ban E-Cig Flavors Has Passed / Died / Is in Flux
In flux, 2

• It continues to appear that just one more state, Michigan,
remains poised to become the final state to take policy action
this year, with the Mich. Dept. of Health and Human Services
continuing to advance the proposed regulation through the
rulemaking process.

Passed, 5

• In the other two states we’re still watching, because we’ve
seen little movement in any of these states over recent
months around tobacco policy, we don’t expect any to
advance legislation this year.
• We nevertheless expect this issue to reemerge at the state
level in 2021. We think policies next year are more likely to
continue skewing toward what we saw in California – where
all flavors of all tobacco products were banned – rather than
how we’ve seen other jurisdictions focus solely on flavored
vape products.

Died, 12
Source: FiscalNote Markets
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State & Local Policy

State E-Cig Taxes
Our Take
• On November 3, Colorado became the 28th
state by our count to institute new e-cigarette
excise taxes, up from only nine states at the
start of 2018. Voters approved a ballot
measure, Colorado Proposition EE, to create a
new e-cig excise tax in CO plus institute a
series of increases to the cigarette excise tax
over upcoming years
• This continues to de-risk e-cig tax policy for
federal policymakers who more and more are
representing districts that already see some
form of tax collected on e-cig products.
• We continue to expect tobacco control efforts
at the state and local levels will compel action
at the federal level by Congress as soon as
2021.

Number of States With Excise Taxes
on Vape Products by Year
28
22

11
9

January 2018

January 2019

January 2020

November 2020

Source: Tax Foundation, FiscalNote Markets
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State AG Lawsuits Against JUUL

State & Local Policy

• Attorneys general (AGs) in New York, California, Minnesota, the
District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Mexico,
Hawaii, North Carolina, and Washington State have all initiated
lawsuits against JUUL Labs in an effort that appears very clearly
to be coordinated by the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids (CTFK).
• That coordination indicates it is highly likely additional states
would follow, as CTFK has a robust network of state and local
grassroots lobbying efforts and is a trusted advocate among
nearly all state public health administrations in their
promulgation of tobacco control policies.
• We think this trend will continue, fueled by COVID-19 and youth
use fears. As such, we’re continuing to watch states with
Democratic administrations including New Jersey, Rhode Island,
Delaware, and Colorado.

Source: FiscalNote Markets
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State & Local Policy

Election Outcomes – What 2021 Looks Like
State Governors Map

State Legislatures Map

Sources: FiscalNote, National Conference of State Legislatures, 270 To Win
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State & Local Policy

Key States We’re Watching
States We’re
Watching

In Addition to Dem Control, Why We’re Watching

Colorado

CO House introduced legislation in 2020 to ban sales of all flavored tobacco
products including menthol cigs from locations with all-age access. Age-restricted
locations could continue to sell flavored products.

Delaware

Total
Population

Cumulative Population as % of
U.S. Total w/ Current 5 States

5,845,530

25.0%

State lawmakers announced in Sept 2019 they would draft legislation aimed at
banning all flavors of e-cigs except tobacco in 2020.

982,895

25.2%

Hawaii

In 2020, HI lawmakers ping ponged flavor legislation between the House and
Senate – the final version approved by the Senate on Jul 6 would have exempt
menthol-flavored products from the ban.

1,412,690

25.7%

Illinois

Chicago passed flavor e-cig ban that exempted menthol cigs, flavor legislation
introduced in 2020 session.

12,659,700

29.5%

Michigan

Pending flavor ban regulation by the executive branch.

10,045,000

32.6%

Minnesota

MN House Democrats introduced legislation in Oct 2019 to ban all flavors of e-cigs
but tobacco, and to ban menthol cigs.

5,700,670

34.3%

New Mexico

Legislation introduced in 2020 to ban all flavors of e-cigs other than tobacco.

2,096,640

35.0%

Washington

Gov. Jay Inslee (D) instituted a 120-day emergency ban of flavored e-cigs from Oct
9, 2019 to Feb 6, 2020 but the ban was never made permanent by the legislature.

7,797,100

37.3%

Sources: World Population Review, FiscalNote Markets analysis
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